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The Paradoxes of Mr. Pond is G. K. Chesterton's final collection of detective stories, published after his death in Of the
eight mysteries, seven were first printed in the Storyteller magazine.

The Paradoxes of Mr. Chesterton When Doctors Agree Mr. They were indeed paradoxical defiances even of
the law of paradox. But it must be admitted that writers, like other mendicants and mountebanks, frequently do
try to attract attention. They set out conspicuously, in a single line in a play, or at the head or tail of a
paragraph, remarks of this challenging kind; as when Mr. Pond said in defence of hobbies and amateurs and
general duffers like himself: Pond belonged to a more polite world and his paradoxes were quite different. It
was quite impossible to imagine Mr. Pond standing on his head. But it was quite as easy to imagine him
standing on his head as to imagine him trying to attract attention. He was the quietest man in the world to be a
man of the world; he was a small, neat Civil Servant; with nothing notable about him except a beard that
looked not only old-fashioned but vaguely foreign, and perhaps a little French, though he was as English as
any man alive. But, for that matter, French respectability is far more respectable than English; and Mr. Pond,
though in some ways cosmopolitan, was completely respectable. Another thing that was faintly French about
him was the level ripple of his speech: For the French carry their sense of equality even to the equality of
syllables. With this equable flow, full of genteel gossip on Vienna, he was once entertaining a lady; and five
minutes later she rejoined her friends with a very white face; and whispered to them the shocking secret that
the mild little man was mad. The peculiarity of his conversation was this: It was as if something had suddenly
gone wrong with the works of a gramophone. It was nonsense which the speaker never seemed to notice
himself; so that sometimes his hearers also hardly noticed that speech so natural was nonsensical. The stupid
because the absurdity alone stuck out from a level of intelligence that baffled them; it was indeed in itself an
example of the truth in paradox. The only part of his conversation they could understand was the part they
could not understand. And the clever stopped him because they knew that, behind each of these queer compact
contradictions, there was a very queer storyâ€”like the queer story to be narrated here. His friend Gahagan,
that ginger-haired giant and somewhat flippant Irish dandy, declared that Pond put in these senseless phrases
merely to find out whether his listeners were listening. Pond never said so; and his motive remained rather a
mystery. It was at a little dinner given by old Wotton to Gahagan and Pond and others, that we first got a
glimpse of the real meaning of these wild parentheses of so tame a talker. The truth was, to begin with, that
Mr. Pond, in spite of his French beard, was very English in his habit of assuming that he ought to be a little
dull, in deference to other people. He disliked telling long and largely fantastic stories about himself, such as
his friend Gahagan told, though Pond thoroughly enjoyed them when Gahagan told them. Pond himself had
had some very curious experiences; but, as he would not turn them into long stories, they appeared only as
short stories; and the short stories were so very short as to be quite unintelligible. In trying to explain the
eccentricity, it is best to begin with the simplest example, like a diagram in a primer of logic. And I will begin
with the short story, which was concealed in the shorter phrase, which puzzled poor old Wotton so completely
on that particular evening. Wotton was an old-fashioned diplomatist, of the sort that seemed to grow more
national by trying to be international. Though far from militarist, he was very military. He kept the peace by
staccato sentences under a stiff grey moustache. He had more chin than forehead. It was an old row, of course;
and I expect it was six to one and half a dozen to the other. The English are the lunatics of the earth, who
know that everybody else is mad. But we do sometimes differ a little from each other, you know. Even we in
Ireland have been known to differ from each other. You will remember that it is distinctly recorded that they
agreed. But remember what they agreed about. Men very seldom do fully and finally agree. I did know two
men who came to agree so completely that one of them naturally murdered the other; but as a rule. Pond was
reluctantly induced to explain what he really meant and let us hear the whole story. The mystery was involved
at first in another mystery: James Haggis, of Glasgow, which filled the Scottish and English newspapers not
many years ago. On the face of it, the thing was a curious story; to introduce a yet more curious sequel. Haggis
had been a prominent and wealthy citizen, a bailie of the city and an elder of the kirk. Nobody denied that
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even in these capacities he had sometimes been rather unpopular; but, to do him justice, he had often been
unpopular through his loyalty to unpopular causes. He was the sort of old Radical who is more rigid and
antiquated than any Tory; and, maintaining in theory the cause of Retrenchment and Reform, he managed to
suggest that almost any Reform was too expensive for the needs of Retrenchment. Thus he had stood alone in
opposition to the universal support given to old Dr. But to deduce from his economics that he was a demon
delighting in the sight of poor children dying of typhoid was perhaps an exaggerated inference. Similarly, he
was prominent in the Presbyterian councils as refusing all modern compromise with the logic of Calvinism;
but to infer that he actually hoped all his neighbours were damned before they were born is too personal an
interpretation of theological theory. On the other side, he was admittedly honest in business and faithful to his
wife and family; so that there was a general reaction in favour of his memory when he was found stabbed to
the heart in the meagre grass of the grim little churchyard that adjoined his favourite place of worship. It was
impossible to imagine Mr. Haggis as involved in any romantic Highland feud calling for the dirk, or any
romantic assignation interrupted with the stiletto; and it was generally felt that to be knifed and left unburied
among the buried dead was an exaggerated penalty for being a rather narrow Scottish merchant of the old
school. It happened that Mr. Pond himself had been present at a little party where there was high debate about
the murder as a mystery. His host, Lord Glenorchy, had a hobby of reading books on criminology; his hostess,
Lady Glenorchy, had the less harmful hobby of reading those much more solid and scientific books which are
called detective stories. Lancelot Browne, a brilliant London barrister who found it much more of a bore to be
a lawyer than to pretend to be a detective; also, among those present, was the venerable and venerated Dr.
Campbell, whose work among the poor has already been inadequately commended, and a young friend of his
named Angus, whom he was understood to be coaching and instructing generally for his medical examinations
and his scientific career. Responsible people naturally love to be irresponsible. All these persons delighted to
throw theories about in private which they need not answer for in public. The barrister, being a humane man,
was delighted to prosecute somebody whom he would not have to hang. The criminologist was enchanted to
analyse the lunacy of somebody he could never have proved to be a lunatic. And Lady Glenorchy was
charmed at the chance of considering poor Mr. Haggis of all people as the principal character in a shocker.
Hilarious attempts were made to fix the crime on the United Presbyterian minister, a notorious Sublapsarian,
naturally, nay inevitably, impelled to stick a dirk in a Supralapsarian. Lord Glenorchy was more serious, not to
say monotonous. Having learnt from his books of criminology the one great discovery of that science, that
mental and moral deformity are found only among poor people, he suspected a plot of local Communists all
with the wrong-shaped thumb and ear and picked for his fancy a Socialist agitator of the city. Angus made
bold to differ; his choice was an old lag, or professional criminal, known to be in the place, who had been
almost everything that is alarming except a Socialist agitator. Then it was that the point was referred, not
without a certain reverence, to the white-haired and wise old physician, who had now behind him a whole
lifetime of charity and good works. One of the many ways in which Dr. Campbell seemed to have emerged
from an elder and perhaps honester world was the fact that he not only spoke with a Scottish accent but he
spoke Scottish. His speech will, therefore, be rendered here with difficulty and in doubt and trembling.
Campbell, that murder is right because some acts or opinions of the murdered man are wrong? Salus populi
suprema lex. The silver-haired saint of sociology continued to regard him with a wholly benevolent smile; but
there was an odd gleam in his eye as he answered: Pond threw himself back in his chair with a more impatient
movement than he commonly permitted himself. They will cut into conversation, on the theory that it can be
broken off anywhere. But they sometimes do the most deadly and awful damage. You see, they stop
conversations that are not worth starting again. It can never be restored to life, though one rose from the dead.
And then Gahagan here had a perfectly lovely theory that sprang straight out of cats and catastrophes and
everything, and would have started a splendid talk about a political question on the Continent. The hostess
swept it all out of our heads, and then had the cheek to say afterwards that we could talk about it some other
time. It was then or never with that debate being started; and yet bad results enough followed from it being
stopped. But that, as they say, is another story. That was rather a confidential matterâ€”what they call a
confession. Pardon my little interlude on the tactful hostess; it had something to do with what followed and I
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have a reason for mentioning it. A mere trifle, too light and airy to recur to our minds at any other time. But
there was another trifle that did recur to my own mind afterwards; and kept my attention on a murder of which
I might have thought little enough at the time, as De Quincey says. But I knew I was in Scotland and that the
story had only just begun. I have told you that old Campbell was tutoring or coaching young Angus for his
medical degree. It was a great honour for a lad like Angus to have Campbell for a coach; but it must have been
quite agreeable even to an authority like Campbell to have Angus for a pupil. For he had always been a most
industrious and ambitious and intelligent pupil, and one likely to do the old man credit; and after the time I
speak of, he seemed to grow more industrious and ambitious than ever. In fact, he shut himself up so
exclusively with his coach that he failed in his examination. That was what first convinced me that my guess
was right. Another statement that might seem to some to require expansion. It had already spread a sort of
detective fever in the neighbourhood; for all the Scots love arguing and it really was rather a fascinating riddle.
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'The Paradoxes of Mr. Pond' is G. K. Chesterton's final collection of detective stories, published after his death in The
main characters in the book are Mr. Pond, his friend Captain Peter Gahagan, a romantic and impulsive Irishman, and a
well-known government official, Sir Hubert Wotton.

Pond produced upon me, despite his commonplace courtesy and dapper decorum, was possibly connected with
some memories of childhood; and the vague verbal association of his name. He was a Government official
who was an old friend of my father; and I fancy my infantile imagination had somehow mixed up the name of
Mr. Pond with the pond in the garden. When one came to think of it, he was curiously like the pond in the
garden. He was so quiet at all normal times, so neat in shape and so shiny, so to speak, in his ordinary
reflections of earth and sky and the common daylight. And yet I knew there were some queer things in the
pond in the garden. Once in a hundred times, on one or two days during the whole year, the pond would look
oddly different; or there would come a flitting shadow or a flash in its flat serenity; and a fish or a frog or
some more grotesque creature would show itself to the sky. And I knew there were monsters in Mr. They took
the form of monstrous remarks, in the middle of all his mild and rational remarks. Some people thought he had
suddenly gone mad in the midst of his sanest conversation. But even they had to admit that he must have
suddenly gone sane again. Perhaps, again, this foolish fantasy was fixed in the youthful mind because, at
certain moments, Mr. Pond looked rather like a fish himself. His manners were not only quite polite but quite
conventional; his very gestures were conventional, with the exception of one occasional trick of plucking at
his pointed beard which seemed to come on him chiefly when he was at last forced to be serious about one of
his strange and random statements. At such moments he would stare owlishly in front of him and pull his
beard, which had a comic effect of pulling his mouth open, as if it were the mouth of a puppet with hairs for
wires. This odd, occasional opening and shutting of his mouth, without speech, had quite a startling similarity
to the slow gaping and gulping of a fish. But it never lasted for more than a few seconds, during which, I
suppose, he swallowed the unwelcome proposal of explaining what on earth he meant. He was talking quite
quietly one day to Sir Hubert Wotton, the well-known diplomatist; they were seated under gaily-striped tents
or giant parasols in our own garden, and gazing towards the pond which I had perversely associated with him.
They happened to be talking about a part of the world that both of them knew well, and very few people in
Western Europe at all: Pond recalled that, across a region where the swamps are deepest and intersected by
pools and sluggish rivers, there runs a single road raised on a high causeway with steep and sloping sides: That
is the beginning of the story. It concerned a time not very long ago, but a time in which horsemen were still
used much more than they are at present, though already rather less as fighters than as couriers. Suffice it to
say that it was in one of the many wars that have laid waste that part of the worldâ€”in so far as it is possible
to lay waste such a wilderness. Inevitably it involved the pressure of the Prussian system on the nation of the
Poles, but beyond that it is not necessary to expound the politics of the matter, or discuss its rights and wrongs
here. Let us merely say, more lightly, that Mr. Pond amused the company with a riddle. The town he was
living in was held at the moment by the Prussians; it was situated exactly at the eastern end of the long
causeway; the Prussian command having naturally taken care to hold the bridgehead of such a solitary bridge
across such a sea of swamps. But their base for that particular operation was at the western end of the
causeway; the celebrated Marshal Von Grock was in general command; and, as it happened, his own old
regiment, which was still his favourite regiment, the White Hussars, was posted nearest to the beginning of the
great embanked road. Of course, everything was spick and span, down to every detail of the wonderful white
uniforms, with the flame-coloured baldrick slung across them; for this was just before the universal use of
colours like mud and clay for all the uniforms in the world. Anyhow, this crack regiment of cavalry in the
Prussian service still wore its own uniform; and, as you will see, that was another element in the fiasco. The
whole thing went wrong because the discipline was too good. Grock failed because his soldiers obeyed him.
But when two of his soldiers obeyed himâ€”why, really, the poor old devil had no chance. It is a military fact
that he might have succeeded, if one of them had disobeyed him. You can make up what theories you like
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about it afterwards. At this moment could be seen striding across the sun-chequered lawn, the large and
swaggering figure of Captain Gahagan, the highly incongruous friend and admirer of little Mr. He had a
flaming flower in his buttonhole and a grey top-hat slightly slanted upon his ginger-haired head; and he
walked with a swagger that seemed to come out of an older period of dandies and duellists, though he himself
was comparatively young. So long as his tall, broad-shouldered figure was merely framed against the sunlight,
he looked like the embodiment of all arrogance. When he came and sat down, with the sun on his face, there
was a sudden contradiction of all this in his very soft brown eyes, which looked sad and even a little anxious.
Pond, interrupting his monologue, was almost in a twitter of apologies: A reprieve was sent afterwards to save
him; but as the man carrying the reprieve died on the way, the prisoner was released, after all. Tell us another
of those stories, Grandpapa. Only, of course, you have to know the story to see how simple it is. Paul
Petrowski was one of those utterly unpractical men who are of prodigious importance in practical politics. His
power lay in the fact that he was a national poet but an international singer. That is, he happened to have a
very fine and powerful voice, with which he sang his own patriotic songs in half the concert halls of the world.
At home, of course, he was a torch and trumpet of revolutionary hopes, especially then, in the sort of
international crisis in which practical politicians disappear, and their place is taken by men either more or less
practical than themselves. For the true idealist and the real realist have at least the love of action in common.
And the practical politician thrives by offering practical objections to any action. What the idealist does may
be unworkable, and what the man of action does may be unscrupulous; but in neither trade can a man win a
reputation by doing nothing. It is odd that these two extreme types stood at the two extreme ends of that one
ridge and road among the marshesâ€”the Polish poet a prisoner in the town at one end, the Prussian soldier a
commander in the camp at the other. For Marshal Von Grock was a true Prussian, not only entirely practical
but entirely prosaic. He had never read a line of poetry himself; but he was no fool. He had the sense of reality
which belongs to soldiers; and it prevented him from falling into the asinine error of the practical politician.
He did not scoff at visions; he only hated them. He knew that a poet or a prophet could be as dangerous as an
army. And he was resolved that the poet should die. It was his one compliment to poetry; and it was sincere.
He was at the moment sitting at a table in his tent; the spiked helmet that he always wore in public was lying
in front of him; and his massive head looked quite bald, though it was only closely shaven. His whole face was
also shaven; and had no covering but a pair of very strong spectacles, which alone gave an enigmatic look to
his heavy and sagging visage. He turned to a Lieutenant standing by, a German of the pale-haired and rather
pudding-faced variety, whose blue saucer-eyes were staring vacantly. We must serve His Highness in every
way, but especially in saving him needless trouble. He will be leaving again for the next outpost in an hour.
With a sharper movement than usual, he unhooked his heavy spectacles and rapped them down upon the table.
If the pale blue eyes of the Lieutenant could have seen anything of the sort, or if they could have opened any
wider even if they had, they might as well have opened wide enough at the transformation made by the
gesture. It was like the removal of an iron mask. An instant before, Marshal Von Grock had looked
uncommonly like a rhinoceros, with his heavy folds of leathery cheek and jaw. Now he was a new kind of
monster: The bleak blaze of his old eyes would have told almost anybody that he had something within that
was not merely heavy; at least, that there was a part of him made of steel and not only of iron. For all men live
by a spirit, though it were an evil spirit, or one so strange to the commonalty of Christian men that they hardly
know whether it be good or evil. Is it not enough for our kings that they should be our gods? Is it not enough
for them to be served and saved? It is we who must do the serving and saving. And it will generally be found
that men of his type, when they do happen to think aloud, very much prefer to talk to the dog. They have even
a certain patronizing relish in using long words and elaborate arguments before the dog. It would be unjust to
compare Lieutenant Von Hocheimer to a dog. It would be unjust to the dog, who is a much more sensitive and
vigilant creature. It would be truer to say that Grock in one of his rare moments of reflection, had the comfort
and safety of feeling that he was reflecting aloud in the presence of a cow or a cabbage. But at least we were
successful and we were strong. They cursed Bismarck for deceiving even his own master over the Ems
telegram; but it made that master the master of the world. Paris was taken; Austria dethroned; and we were
safe. To-night Paul Petrowski will be dead; and we shall again be safe. That is why I am sending you with his
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death-warrant at once. And he had some qualities of a dog, after all: I know for a fact that fool Arnheim is
going to release Petrowski to-night, if no message comes. The chief men of his staff, in full dress, were
already approaching him; and all along the more distant lines there were the sounds of ritual salutation and the
shouting of orders. His Highness the Prince had come. His Highness the Prince was something of a contrast, at
least in externals, to the men around him; and, even in other things, something of an exception in his world.
He also wore a spiked helmet, but that of another regiment, black with glints of blue steel; and there was
something half incongruous and half imaginatively appropriate, in some antiquated way, in the combination of
that helmet with the long, dark, flowing beard, amid all those shaven Prussians. As if in keeping with the long,
dark, flowing beard, he wore a long, dark, flowing cloak, blue with one blazing star on it of the highest Royal
Order; and under the blue cloak he wore a black uniform. Though as German as any man, he was a very
different kind of German; and something in his proud but abstracted face was consonant with the legend that
the one true passion of his life was music. In truth, the grumbling Grock was inclined to connect with that
remote eccentricity the, to him, highly irritating and exasperating fact that the Prince did not immediately
proceed to the proper review and reception by the troops, already drawn out in all the labyrinthine parade of
the military etiquette of their nation; but plunged at once impatiently into the subject which Grock most
desired to see left alone: He is a European institution. He would be deplored and deified by our allies, by our
friends, even by our fellow-Germans. Do you want to be the mad women who murdered Orpheus? He would
be deified; but he would be dead. Whatever he means to do, he would never do it. Whatever he is doing, he
would do no more. Death is the fact of all facts; and I am rather fond of facts.
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The Paradoxes of Mr. Pond is G. K. Chesterton's final collection of detective stories, published after his death in The
main characters in the book are Mr. Pond, his friend Captain Peter Gahagan, a romantic and impulsive Irishman, and a
well-known government official, Sir Hubert Wotton.

Joan, now married to Gahagan, appears in the framing sequence of "A Tall Story". Stories Advertisements The
Three Horsemen of the Apocalypse The paradox is introduced when a casual discussion turns to matters of
European politics, and Pond recalls an episode during a war between the Prussians and the Polish. Marshal
Von Grock failed in his attempt to execute the influential Polish poet and singer Paul Petrowski because two
of his soldiers did precisely what he asked. The whole thing went wrong because the discipline was too good.
It is a military fact that Grock failed, because two of his soldiers obeyed him. It is a military fact that he might
have succeeded, if one of them had disobeyed him. The Crime of Captain Gahagan The chapter begins with
Pond being interviewed by a garrulous American journalist who cannot finish a sentence without interrupting
herself. Gahagan said the exact same thing to all three witnesses, despite their conflicting reports. When
Doctors Agree The paradox, simply put, is that two doctors once agreed so thoroughly that one naturally
murdered the other. In the framing sequence mention is made of an agreement between the Poles and the
Lithuanians about Wilno , and Pond mentions Tweedledum and Tweedledee who agreed to have a battle and
tells the story of a protracted argument over morality which came to an abrupt conclusion. Pond the Pantaloon
Pond introduces the paradoxâ€”that the pencil was relatively red, which was why it made such black
marksâ€”but Gahagan must go to Wotton for the explanation. Wotton tells the story of how Pond saved
England and was shot at five times in a railway station waiting room, all because of the "pencil" which made
the "black marks". The Unmentionable Man During a discussion of deportation, Pond mentions a man who
was so well-regarded that officials longed to deport him - but could not. In the capital of a European republic
with an oppressive government and an active revolutionary movement, Mr Louis sits in the central square and
entertains all and sundry. His identity is a well-kept secret, but Pond guesses it. Pond as "a very truthful man
The captain tells a true story of a dreadful dinner party which ended in death, and explains how it induced him
to propose to the woman he loves. The Terrible Troubadour The paradox, "In Nature you must go very low to
find things that go so high", in this case is not Mr. Green introduces the Vicar of Hanging Burgess, who
accuses Captain Gahagan of having, many years ago, shot a rival in love, dumped the body and then run away
to the war. He describes the persecution of officials by "spy-maniacs" who reported all sorts of "suspicious
behaviour", while the real spies passed unnoticedâ€”including the spy who was "too tall to be seen".
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Title: The Paradoxes of Mr. Pond Author: G.K. Chesterton * A Project Gutenberg of Australia eBook * eBook No.:
www.enganchecubano.com Language: English Date first posted: May Most recent update: Mar This eBook was
produced by Don Lainson and updated by Roy Glashan Project Gutenberg of Australia eBooks are created from printed
editions which are in the public domain in Australia, unless a copyright notice is included.

Characters[ edit ] The main characters in the book are Mr. Joan, now married to Gahagan, appears in the
framing sequence of "A Tall Story". Stories[ edit ] The Three Horsemen of the Apocalypse[ edit ] The paradox
is introduced when a casual discussion turns to matters of European politics, and Pond recalls an episode
during a war between the Prussians and the Polish. Marshal Von Grock failed in his attempt to execute the
influential Polish poet and singer Paul Petrowski because two of his soldiers did precisely what he asked. The
whole thing went wrong because the discipline was too good. It is a military fact that Grock failed, because
two of his soldiers obeyed him. It is a military fact that he might have succeeded, if one of them had disobeyed
him. The Crime of Captain Gahagan[ edit ] The chapter begins with Pond being interviewed by a garrulous
American journalist who cannot finish a sentence without interrupting herself. Gahagan said exactly the same
thing to all three witnesses, despite their conflicting reports. When Doctors Agree[ edit ] The paradox, simply
put, is that two doctors once agreed so thoroughly that one naturally murdered the other. In the framing
sequence mention is made of an agreement between the Poles and the Lithuanians about Wilno , and Pond
mentions Tweedledum and Tweedledee who agreed to have a battle and tells the story of a protracted
argument over morality which came to an abrupt conclusion. Pond the Pantaloon[ edit ] Pond introduces the
paradoxâ€”that the pencil was relatively red, which was why it made such black marksâ€”but Gahagan must
go to Wotton for the explanation. Wotton tells the story of how Pond saved England and was shot at five times
in a railway station waiting room, all because of the "pencil" which made the "black marks". The
Unmentionable Man[ edit ] During a discussion of deportation, Pond mentions a man who was so
well-regarded that officials longed to deport him â€” but could not. In the capital of a European republic with
an oppressive government and an active revolutionary movement, Mr Louis sits in the central square and
entertains all and sundry. His identity is a well-kept secret, but Pond guesses it. Pond as "a very truthful man
The captain tells a true story of a dreadful dinner party which ended in death, and explains how it induced him
to propose to the woman he loves. The Terrible Troubadour[ edit ] The paradox, "In Nature you must go very
low to find things that go so high", in this case is not Mr. Green introduces the Vicar of Hanging Burgess, who
accuses Captain Gahagan of having, many years ago, shot a rival in love, dumped the body and then run away
to the war. He describes the persecution of officials by "spy-maniacs" who reported all sorts of "suspicious
behaviour", while the real spies passed unnoticedâ€”including the spy who was "too tall to be seen". Radio[
edit ] 5 of the 8 stories 1,2,4,6,7 of the list above were produced as 15 minute radio stories for BBC Radio 4
Extra, read by Martin Jarvis. Broadcast May
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December 31, May 7, / Mr. Pond / Leave a comment Farewell to the Year of the Unlucky Number-which paradoxically
was a heck of a lot better for me than ever was, so make of that what you will.

The Paradoxes of Mr. Pond produced upon me, despite his commonplace courtesy and dapper decorum, was
possibly connected with some memories of childhood; and the vague verbal association of his name. He was a
Government official who was an old friend of my father; and I fancy my infantile imagination had somehow
mixed up the name of Mr. Pond with the pond in the garden. When one came to think of it, he was curiously
like the pond in the garden. He was so quiet at all normal times, so neat in shape and so shiny, so to speak, in
his ordinary reflections of earth and sky and the common daylight. And yet I knew there were some queer
things in the pond in the garden. Once in a hundred times, on one or two days during the whole year, the pond
would look oddly different; or there would come a flitting shadow or a flash in its flat serenity; and a fish or a
frog or some more grotesque creature would show itself to the sky. And I knew there were monsters in Mr.
They took the form of monstrous remarks, in the middle of all his mild and rational remarks. Some people
thought he had suddenly gone mad in the midst of his sanest conversation. But even they had to admit that he
must have suddenly gone sane again. Perhaps, again, this foolish fantasy was fixed in the youthful mind
because, at certain moments, Mr. Pond looked rather like a fish himself. His manners were not only quite
polite but quite conventional; his very gestures were conventional, with the exception of one occasional trick
of plucking at his pointed beard which seemed to come on him chiefly when he was at last forced to be serious
about one of his strange and random statements. At such moments he would stare owlishly in front of him and
pull his beard, which had a comic effect of pulling his mouth open, as if it were the mouth of a puppet with
hairs for wires. This odd, occasional opening and shutting of his mouth, without speech, had quite a startling
similarity to the slow gaping and gulping of a fish. But it never lasted for more than a few seconds, during
which, I suppose, he swallowed the unwelcome proposal of explaining what on earth he meant. He was talking
quite quietly one day to Sir Hubert Wotton, the well-known diplomatist; they were seated under gaily-striped
tents or giant parasols in our own garden, and gazing towards the pond which I had perversely associated with
him. They happened to be talking about a part of the world that both of them knew well, and very few people
in Western Europe at all: Pond recalled that, across a region where the swamps are deepest and intersected by
pools and sluggish rivers, there runs a single road raised on a high causeway with steep and sloping sides: That
is the beginning of the story. It concerned a time not very long ago, but a time in which horsemen were still
used much more than they are at present, though already rather less as fighters than as couriers. Suffice it to
say that it was in one of the many wars that have laid waste that part of the worldâ€”in so far as it is possible
to lay waste such a wilderness. Inevitably it involved the pressure of the Prussian system on the nation of the
Poles, but beyond that it is not necessary to expound the politics of the matter, or discuss its rights and wrongs
here. Let us merely say, more lightly, that Mr. Pond amused the company with a riddle. The town he was
living in was held at the moment by the Prussians; it was situated exactly at the eastern end of the long
causeway; the Prussian command having naturally taken care to hold the bridgehead of such a solitary bridge
across such a sea of swamps. But their base for that particular operation was at the western end of the
causeway; the celebrated Marshal Von Grock was in general command; and, as it happened, his own old
regiment, which was still his favourite regiment, the White Hussars, was posted nearest to the beginning of the
great embanked road. Of course, everything was spick and span, down to every detail of the wonderful white
uniforms, with the flame-coloured baldrick slung across them; for this was just before the universal use of
colours like mud and clay for all the uniforms in the world. Anyhow, this crack regiment of cavalry in the
Prussian service still wore its own uniform; and, as you will see, that was another element in the fiasco. The
whole thing went wrong because the discipline was too good. Grock failed because his soldiers obeyed him.
But when TWO of his soldiers obeyed himâ€”why, really, the poor old devil had no chance. It is a military
fact that he might have succeeded, if one of them had disobeyed him. You can make up what theories you like
about it afterwards. At this moment could be seen striding across the sun-chequered lawn, the large and
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swaggering figure of Captain Gahagan, the highly incongruous friend and admirer of little Mr. He had a
flaming flower in his buttonhole and a grey top-hat slightly slanted upon his ginger-haired head; and he
walked with a swagger that seemed to come out of an older period of dandies and duellists, though he himself
was comparatively young. So long as his tall, broad-shouldered figure was merely framed against the sunlight,
he looked like the embodiment of all arrogance. When he came and sat down, with the sun on his face, there
was a sudden contradiction of all this in his very soft brown eyes, which looked sad and even a little anxious.
Pond, interrupting his monologue, was almost in a twitter of apologies: A reprieve was sent afterwards to save
him; but as the man carrying the reprieve died on the way, the prisoner was released, after all. Tell us another
of those stories, Grandpapa. Only, of course, you have to know the story to see how simple it is. Paul
Petrowski was one of those utterly unpractical men who are of prodigious importance in practical politics. His
power lay in the fact that he was a national poet but an international singer. That is, he happened to have a
very fine and powerful voice, with which he sang his own patriotic songs in half the concert halls of the world.
At home, of course, he was a torch and trumpet of revolutionary hopes, especially then, in the sort of
international crisis in which practical politicians disappear, and their place is taken by men either more or less
practical than themselves. For the true idealist and the real realist have at least the love of action in common.
And the practical politician thrives by offering practical objections to any action. What the idealist does may
be unworkable, and what the man of action does may be unscrupulous; but in neither trade can a man win a
reputation by doing nothing. It is odd that these two extreme types stood at the two extreme ends of that one
ridge and road among the marshesâ€”the Polish poet a prisoner in the town at one end, the Prussian soldier a
commander in the camp at the other. For Marshal Von Grock was a true Prussian, not only entirely practical
but entirely prosaic. He had never read a line of poetry himself; but he was no fool. He had the sense of reality
which belongs to soldiers; and it prevented him from falling into the asinine error of the practical politician.
He did not scoff at visions; he only hated them. He knew that a poet or a prophet could be as dangerous as an
army. And he was resolved that the poet should die. It was his one compliment to poetry; and it was sincere.
He was at the moment sitting at a table in his tent; the spiked helmet that he always wore in public was lying
in front of him; and his massive head looked quite bald, though it was only closely shaven. His whole face was
also shaven; and had no covering but a pair of very strong spectacles, which alone gave an enigmatic look to
his heavy and sagging visage. He turned to a Lieutenant standing by, a German of the pale-haired and rather
pudding-faced variety, whose blue saucer-eyes were staring vacantly. We must serve His Highness in every
way, but especially in saving him needless trouble. He will be leaving again for the next outpost in an hour.
With a sharper movement than usual, he unhooked his heavy spectacles and rapped them down upon the table.
If the pale blue eyes of the Lieutenant could have seen anything of the sort, or if they could have opened any
wider even if they had, they might as well have opened wide enough at the transformation made by the
gesture. It was like the removal of an iron mask. An instant before, Marshal Von Grock had looked
uncommonly like a rhinoceros, with his heavy folds of leathery cheek and jaw. Now he was a new kind of
monster: The bleak blaze of his old eyes would have told almost anybody that he had something within that
was not merely heavy; at least, that there was a part of him made of steel and not only of iron. For all men live
by a spirit, though it were an evil spirit, or one so strange to the commonalty of Christian men that they hardly
know whether it be good or evil. Is it not enough for our kings that they should be our gods? Is it not enough
for them to be served and saved? It is we who must do the serving and saving. And it will generally be found
that men of his type, when they do happen to think aloud, very much prefer to talk to the dog. They have even
a certain patronizing relish in using long words and elaborate arguments before the dog. It would be unjust to
compare Lieutenant Von Hocheimer to a dog. It would be unjust to the dog, who is a much more sensitive and
vigilant creature. It would be truer to say that Grock in one of his rare moments of reflection, had the comfort
and safety of feeling that he was reflecting aloud in the presence of a cow or a cabbage. But at least we were
successful and we were strong. They cursed Bismarck for deceiving even his own master over the Ems
telegram; but it made that master the master of the world. Paris was taken; Austria dethroned; and we were
safe. To-night Paul Petrowski will be dead; and we shall again be safe. That is why I am sending you with his
death-warrant at once. And he had some qualities of a dog, after all: I know for a fact that fool Arnheim is
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going to release Petrowski to-night, if no message comes. The chief men of his staff, in full dress, were
already approaching him; and all along the more distant lines there were the sounds of ritual salutation and the
shouting of orders. His Highness the Prince had come. His Highness the Prince was something of a contrast, at
least in externals, to the men around him; and, even in other things, something of an exception in his world.
He also wore a spiked helmet, but that of another regiment, black with glints of blue steel; and there was
something half incongruous and half imaginatively appropriate, in some antiquated way, in the combination of
that helmet with the long, dark, flowing beard, amid all those shaven Prussians. As if in keeping with the long,
dark, flowing beard, he wore a long, dark, flowing cloak, blue with one blazing star on it of the highest Royal
Order; and under the blue cloak he wore a black uniform. Though as German as any man, he was a very
different kind of German; and something in his proud but abstracted face was consonant with the legend that
the one true passion of his life was music. In truth, the grumbling Grock was inclined to connect with that
remote eccentricity the, to him, highly irritating and exasperating fact that the Prince did not immediately
proceed to the proper review and reception by the troops, already drawn out in all the labyrinthine parade of
the military etiquette of their nation; but plunged at once impatiently into the subject which Grock most
desired to see left alone: He is a European institution. He would be deplored and deified by our allies, by our
friends, even by our fellow-Germans. Do you want to be the mad women who murdered Orpheus? He would
be deified; but he would be dead. Whatever he means to do, he would never do it. Whatever he is doing, he
would do no more.
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6: The Paradoxes of Mr Pond - G. K. Chesterton - Google Books
the good people at the New Voices @ CUA music festival are performing an odd chamber piece composed by my
brother Eric, called Dr. Milliner's Marvellous Musical Flying Machine.

Chesterton, Paradoxes of Mr. Pond Paradoxes of Mr. Chesterton is almost as good as his fanatical devotees the
G. The paradoxes of Mr. Pond are clever, well-written stories. Chesterton could write about his stories as
stories in the story without taking you out of the story, such as when discussing art versus life. I want to read
more Chesterton, especially his more famous Father Brown series and more serious philisophical treatises. As
is my wont with fiction, I transcribe fewer excerpts than with nonfiction. For the true idealist and the real
realist have at least a love of action in common. And the practical politician thrives by offering practical
objections to any action. What the idealist does may be unworkable, and what the man of action does may be
unscrupulous; but in neither trade can a man win a reputation by doing nothing. But friendship always needs
time. But it must be admitted that writers, like other mendicants and mountebanks, frequently do try to attract
attention. They set out conspicuously, in a single line in a play, or at the head or tail of a paragraph, remarks of
this challenging kind; as when Mr. Pond said in defence of hobbies and amateurs and general duffers like
himself: A story always does seem rambling and futile if you leave out what really happened. All the political
news, and much of the police news though rather higher in tone than the other , is made quite bewildering and
pointless by the necessity of telling stories withot telling the story. I assure you that I am quite incapable of
taunting you with it. It was to the Republic, the idea of equality and justice, that you swore loyalty; and to that
you have been loyal. I suppose he might hold that, the Republic resting on the Social Contract, it might
supersede even free contracts. And now let us go and talk to M. Some vivacious and talkative young men were
taking leave of M. And it is hypocrisy to pretend that a bargain between a starving man and a man with all the
food is anything but a leonine contract. A man can argue for principles not his own. But a man cannot argue
from principles not his own; the first principles he assumes, even for sophistry or advocacy, will probably be
his own fundamental first principles. The very language he uses will betray him. He tells wise and necessary
lies. It was not necessary for Gahagan to tell us once that he had seen not one sea-serpent but six sea-serpents,
each larger than the last; still less to inform us that each reptile in turn swallowed the last one whole; and that
the last of all was opening its mouth to swallow the ship, when he saw it was only a yawn after too heavy a
meal, and the monster suddenly went to sleep. I will not dwell on the mathematical symmetry with which
snake within snake yawned, and snake within snake went to sleep, all except the smallest, which had no dinner
and walked out to look for some. It was not, I say, necessary for Gahagan to tell this story. It was hardly even
wise. It is very unlikely that it would promote his worldly prospects, or gain him any rewards or decorations
for scientific research. The official scientific world, I know not why, is prejudiced against any story even of
one sea-serpent, and would be the less likely to accept the narrative in its present form. This statement was
also quite unnecessary. To have been a latitudinarian clergyman is but little likely to advance him in his
present profession, or to fit him for his present pursuits. I suspect the story was partially a parable or allegory.
But anyhow, it was quite unnecessary and it was obviously untrue. And when a thing is obviously untrue, it is
obviously not a lie. When everything hangs together, and it all fits in, we doubt. I might even believe that
Gahagan saw six sea-serpents; but not that each was larger than the last. Theist believer in the existence of a
god or gods.
7: The Paradoxes of Mr. Pond, by G. K. Chesterton : chapter3
t for another reason. The chief men of his staff, in full dress, were already approaching him; and all along the more
distant lines there were the sounds of ritual salutation and the shouting of orders.
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Lecture The Paradoxes of Mr. Pond by Dale Ahlquist It is well known that Father John O'Connor was the inspiration for
the character of Father Brown, and it is generally conceded that Maurice Baring was in some way the model for Horne
Fisher of The Man Who Knew Too Much.
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The Paradoxes of Mr. Pond, by G. K. Chesterton The Three Horsemen of Apocalypse The curious and sometimes
creepy effect which Mr. Pond produced upon me, despite his commonplace courtesy and dapper decorum, was possibly
connected with some memories of childhood; and the vague verbal association of his name.
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